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… the “environmental problem” is not a problem of man’s relation to his natural surroundings, but first and foremost a problem of man’s relation to himself.
It is not enough, then, to talk about—and work on—environmentally clean
technologies, or to further enhance our environmental education efforts, or
even to better understand the dynamics of natural processes from a complexity
perspective. Fine efforts as they are, they will fall short if at the same time we
do not place before us as the central problem the cultural limits of that predator
man provoking the environmental damages.
Reframing Complexity, Juarrero, Sotolongo,
van Uden, and Capra 2007, ix

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade or two, the functional value of landscapes has (re)gained interest. This affects landscape design in several manners, foremost by redefining the
91
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meaning and scope of “design.” Functional design may not be the exclusive expertise
of landscape architects, but also of ecologists, planners, eco-tech firms, and those
responsible for land management. Terms such as ecosystem services, climate-proof
design, green investments, and landscape infrastructure mark a paradigm shift from
beautification and preservation to landscape-related production. The purpose, it
appears, is to argue that natural processes can contribute to economic and geopolitical benefits as part of a more general turn to sustainable development. Ecosystems
and biodiversity should no longer be isolated aims, but part of a larger framework
to synthesize natural and cultural expressions and benefit both. This is reflecting a
staggering ambition. It is both related to an unimaginably large and diverse set of
data and an equally large complexity of interrelationships.
Our concern in this chapter is that this development could also be interpreted
as a shift away from aesthetics in general, which would be rather counterintuitive
as there are also manifold incentives for an increasingly experience-based society.
Ecological theories, planners’ scenarios, eco-tech products, and management pragmatism breathe a more confident aptitude regarding scientific methods such as monitoring, system modeling, quantification, and extrapolation. At times, the general
scientific demand for clear methodology, theory, and repeatable results seem to be
undermining the methods of conventional design. There is a fraction within the community of landscape architects that intends to serve as advertisers of what serious
scientists have determined, providing for a fashionable beautification by an occasionally (eroticizing) style intervention (see Meyer 2008; Selman 2008). Another
fraction, mainly consisting of academics, intends to upgrade design arguments and
methods to match the results of co-academics. According to us, it is not yet determined what best serves the development of living system design. The indispensable
position of design has yet to be found and nurtured.
Admittedly, a strict notion of a method matches one of the lowest ambitions of
practicing designers perhaps because of an implicit fear that repetition is what designers must avoid. Nevertheless, their “designerly ways of knowing” (Cross 2007) and,
specifically, their aesthetic explorations are enthusiastically appraised when designers are part of a research team. In this chapter, we therefore regard the increase of
interest in functional landscapes as a momentum to not only develop a theoretical
and methodological framework to synthesize common ground for both designers
and scientists, but also as an incentive to specify unique design theories and methods. The same momentum was present when the discourse on Landscape Urbanism
was reflected (Thompson 2012; Waldheim 2006) and will thus be included in our
references.

5.2 DESIGN AND ECOLOGY
The integration of ecological system knowledge into landscape design is not a new
subject (Hough 1995; McHarg 1969). It is, in fact, one of the key components for
the “jump over the garden fence,” the upscaling and the integration of complexity,
long-term planning, and design. By the recollections of Dirk Sijmons (2012), one
of the most experienced landscape architects in synthesizing ecological knowledge
and designerly intentions, it is possible to trace what conditions have determined
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past attempts. This historical development is, of course, not all logical or reasonable. On the contrary, the development of landscape design has been strongly related
to pragmatic, entrepreneurial and political conditions instead of fundamental scientific ambitions (Sijmons 2012, 285–287). Landscape design is, above all, a practiced
specialism, called for when all conditions are clear enough to start the construction phase. A principle lesson of recent history is that landscape architects are still
too romantic in their perception of natural processes. Many landscape architects
would rather satisfy their anonymous and broad audiences with accessible clichés
of matured landscapes as if succession will always resolve in the ultimate (picturesque) scene (Crandell 1993). This may be causing a pitfall for any profound collaboration between frontline science and practiced design (Moore 2010; Waldheim
2006). A related lesson is that one should be wary of creating either a dichotomy
between picturesque craftsmanship and scientific analysis or denying this binary
to exist (Thompson 2012, 16). The development of living system design is a mere
specialism within the widening applications of landscape architecture. Not all of the
landscape architectural paradigms and traditions have to be converted to match this
specific ambition.
Only very recently, the many trials and errors of past design experiments in largescale housing development, nature development, and environmental policies have all
been stopped at a “grinding hold,” either failing to “reach the hearts and minds of
the people” or “by the sheer complexity of the org-ware trying to mimic the complexity of society” (Sijmons 2012, 281–290). The current momentum for academic
reflection on the methods and theories of landscape architecture will benefit from
this (temporary) hold.
To avoid abstract discussion in this chapter, we therefore thought it important to
introduce an academic design concept, capturing the extremely large ambition to
design a living system. These conditions we defined by a paradoxical term: landscape machines (Roncken 2011; Roncken et al. 2011). The concept of landscape
machines differs from those of McHarg or Hough because it is not the current or
past landscape system that is used as a foundation for future development, but a
new, initially even artificial landscape system that will nevertheless develop into a
self-sustaining system. The premise is that it is not possible to reverse the history of
a landscape system and go back in time (Sijmons 2012, 290). This is underlined by
the particularity of a landscape machine; it is a design that allows the processing
of material and resources that are not endemic, but imported (Fremdkörper). How
should this be understood?

5.3 LANDSCAPE MACHINES EXPLAINED
Landscapes are, to most people, the opposite of machines because the first are related
to nature and the second to mankind. This is an understandable cultural bias, yet it
is also an unnecessary obstruction to envision the integrative character of nature,
technique, and mankind. For instance, all garden designers know that gardens are, in
fact, very similar to machines because they have to “deliver” with great regularity an
anticipated show of colors, structures, and multisensory tasks and thus allow experiences to arise within the human perception. If the show fails to perform, than the
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machinery has to be tweaked: the soil improved, the plants exchanged, the watering
regulated. The paradox of this design is that nothing resembles this clocklike machinery; all appears in natural bewilderment. The presence of this paradox is essential,
both for the efficiency of the designers’ craft and the bewilderment of the audience.
The definition of a landscape machine can principally be explained in threefold
(see Figure 7.4):
1. It is a productive landscape that, by a design intervention, will resolve an
existent malfunction in the physical environment. This malfunction may
already be explicitly present by negatively affected ecological, societal,
and economic development. The malfunction may also be artificially introduced in a landscape because the environmental interactions are expected
to be resilient against an introduced stress, i.e., to respond with a beneficial
processing. The design effort lies in the determination of the components,
scale, position, time, and set of human/animal interactions by which a landscape could adapt to a desired functional situation. The malfunction (or
induced stress) needs to be quantified to predict the material interactions,
and it also needs to be qualified to understand the type of interactions to
facilitate new routines of human/animal involvement.
2. The machine aspect consists of ecologically described processes that are
either enlarged or stimulated to perform. These will continuously interact
with each other, affecting the shape, scale, and position of components
within the landscape. There is a dynamic exchange, a continuous shift of
ecological interactions because there is a continuous disturbance of the system by large-scale harvesting of crops, fresh water, cleaned soil, or animal
stock. There is need for a bookkeeping model of all the input and output
that runs through the system.
3. The design and evaluation of the functionality is made explicit by an inputoutput ratio, i.e., metabolism of the system. This can be monitored both
quantitatively (e.g., amounts of water retention and waste decomposition)
and qualitatively (e.g., human and animal responses and well-being). The
overall development can be simplified by four stages: an initial stage, a
growth stage, a yield stage, and a steady-state stage. During the initial
stage, an intervention is made in the landscape and the related societal/(a)
biotic types of engagement. The growth stage is transitional due to various parallel successions that interact. During the yield stage, the landscape
machine entirely regulates itself, is powered by renewable resources, and
will provide a maximum amount of ecosystem services and goods. The
steady-state stage would be the ideal state of the landscape machine because
it indicates that the continuous harvesting of products can coincide with
continuous shifts within the landscape, maintaining an abundance of biodiversity (ad. 2), preferably developing into a dynamic and dissipative ecosystem, such as mangrove forests, wetland systems, or highland peats. Yet it
could also evolve into a steady state that is no longer productive. This would
mean a failure according to the intended design but a success to a newly
introduced ecological state.
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These three rather simple rules allow a great variety of landscape machines to
be developed. A fundamental and paradoxical aspect needs to be discussed here.
What is very striking in the stated rules for development is the inclusion of a possible alternative ending of the intended design. The first three stages work toward a
gradual development of some expected outcome. It takes time to change vast hectares of land by use of periodical occurrences, such as erosion and natural dispersion
of plants and animals. This gradual development can be calculated and predicted by
diverse system models. There may even be managerial calibrations if occurrences do
not match the intended results. It is however feasible that managerial interventions
will not suffice to change the course of events. In that case “a vital serendipitous
relationship between formal design and chance” (Sijmons 2012, 298) might be the
only option left.
What about human experience? Human experience and judgment change as
environments change. Suppose that there is suddenly a hole in the ground. Some
will neglect it and walk around, some will decide to fill it, some will reflect
its meaning, and yet others will complain about it to the owners. It is people’s
response that will make landscapes alive beyond the liveliness of pristine naturalness. Human experiences are explicitly adaptive by their serendipitous interests
and their various responses to explore new possibilities that arise. Living systems
are not only changing by physical means, but also by experiential involvement
of the people involved. Even if systems develop as planned in accordance with
predicted models, humans may, due to an accumulation of experiences during the
whole process, not accord with the expected results. It is this accumulative aspect
of experiences that adds a specific addition to the success of living system design.
Initially unwanted results may turn out to become desirable products. For instance,
the relationship between landscape development and a human sense for serendipity offers the opportunity to first regard exotic planting a nuisance for endemic
development and next discover the incredible qualities of that exotic planting for
certain cancer treatments.
Our argument is to incorporate such serendipity into the design and modeling of
living system design. How can this be done? Landscape philosopher Ian Thompson
points out a similar nuance in the discourse on landscape urbanism that he aligns
with Daoistic belief (2012, 14). Daoism is not against action, but only seeks “to act
when the time is ripe and the occasion demands it.” A relevant research question
would be how to include the idea of the serendipity as a functional part of system
modeling. Landscape machines can thus be regarded as environments in which all
humans, even including the general public, are deliberately estranged, teased into
new performances by the unfamiliar conditions of developing interactions, and,
more importantly, are allowed to intervene—by some type of regulation. This is
mainly possible because landscapes evolve rather gradually in pace with changing
human aptitudes and reinterpretations (see Selman 2008).

5.4 AESTHETIC ASPECT CONSIDERED
So human experience and judgment change as environments change, and human
experiences are explicitly adaptive by their serendipitous interests and their
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enthusiasm to explore new possibilities that arise. Through this notion, we explicitly
refer to a different interpretation of aesthetics than is conventionally used by stylistic
designers. Our interpretation of aesthetics is more in line with the idea of affordances (Gibson 1977).
It is, by now, increasingly acclaimed that we partly “read” the landscape besides
being “involved” in landscapes according to biological instincts. Walking in the
landscape using muscular power and hand–eye coordination are as much a part of
the aesthetic experience as looking and daydreaming. They cannot be separated
(Abram 2012; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Varela et al. 1993). Their combined effect
is what constitutes an aesthetic interaction, which is referred to by James Gibson
as “affordances.” These are situations that are provoked by natural features, such
as topography or objects, and cause humans (and animals) to grasp possibilities for
interaction (Heft 2005, 123), for example, the discovery of a natural staircase formed
by the roots of trees that hold on tight on the side of the mountain. Besides opportunities for interaction, limitations are a possibility to block certain types of interaction,
such as swimming in dredge or moving through thick snow. Affordances are not
completely deductible from the formal aspects of objects or topography, and neither
can they be predicted by the human mind alone. They apparently arise contextually
when circumstances are present. Affordances only exist if they are discovered by the
act of engagement, something that was referred to as an essentially creative “antropotechnique” by the contemporary German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk (2011, 18).
Aesthetics is, by the idea of affordances, a functional part of (ecological) system
theories. The current momentum to explore functional landscapes therefore makes
way for an equally functional definition of aesthetics. The quest to define the creative
(Sijmons 2012, 289), both in living systems and in human response, may, in large
part, depend upon it.

5.5 METABOLISM OF LANDSCAPE MACHINES
If we mention the metabolism of landscape machines, we mean more than physical interactions (matter). Cultural meanings, incentives for affordances including
serendipity, and social processes should somehow be incorporated. This ambition
is currently developed as a theoretical option only. Landscape machines are only
developed within academia and are purely speculative; they are paper realities only.
The visualization of experiential scenarios is thus an important means to simulate
any aesthetic (affordance-related) responses by human interaction. These visualizations, preferably multisensory and cinematographic, have to conjure a high degree of
empathy. Besides this, the design follows a procedure that is only partly dependent
upon local circumstances; roughly it follows these points:
Examine (four points):
• Examine the confinement of the landscape machine.
• Examine potential ecosystem services.
• Examine historic systemics of the site and past/present social engagement
(e.g., cultural embedding).
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• Examine external and internal metabolic relationships and mark by what
they can be measured.
Define (four points):
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• Define desirable nutrient cycles and feedback systems (recycling).
• Define nutrient cycles geographically and describe what has to be connected/
isolated.
• Define desirable human, animal, and plant life involvement (affordances
and landscape ecology).
• Define what type of yield is possible over what timespan (strive for abundance and diversity).
A rather pragmatic part of the procedure is to administrate an input–output
scheme of the metabolism. This scheme, together with accompanying cross-sections
that show the dimensions in the landscape, indicate what types of interactions may
take place. We argue, and have witnessed, that such schemes can serve as the neutral
ground for both the designer and the involved specialists to foster the research and
design process. One of the possible schematic representations can be found in thermodynamics and especially within the evolutionary thermodynamics contained in
the dissipative model by Enzo Tiezzi (2011).
Evolutionary thermodynamics is a branch of science that predominantly allows
for the explanation, in general terms, of processes that regulate the functions of
living systems. Ilya Prigogine, Nobel Prize awarded 1977, formulated the concept
of dissipative structures to define these systems based on their ability to let coherent forms/structures emerge and maintain in time (i.e., steady state). Dissipative
structures are thermodynamic systems, open to energy and matter, that self-
organize toward higher complexity and organization (Prigogine and Stengers
1984). Living systems, such as cells, plants, animals, and human beings, as well
as ecosystems, cities, landscapes, and the planet Earth all belong to this category.
In a wider sense, social, cultural, and economic systems also imply the emergence
of ordered structures and thereby resemble thermodynamic systems (see Barnett
2013; Capra 1996).
Referring to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, every energy transformation leads to an increase of entropy, that is, heat flow toward colder sinks, loss
of work capacity, disorder of matter. We can affirm that dissipative structures
behave like intermediate systems in between sources (e.g., the sun) and sinks
(e.g., for heat). They are fed by energy and material inflows from an external
source and provide heat and waste outflows (entropy) to an external sink. It
is the continuous flow through the system that enables any intermediate system (for example, a landscape) to exist, develop, and increase in complexity. In
more recent years, Enzo Tiezzi (2011) proposed advances that he synthetically
expressed with the acronym COOS,* which stands for “Confined Ontic Open
* Referring to the Latin name of the Greek island that was the home of Hippocrates.
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System.” According to Tiezzi, all living organisms, whether simple or complex,
share similar thermodynamic properties: “They are open systems with their own
evolutionary autonomy … they are confined inside a bounded space in which
they develop their processes, they are ontic, maintaining their internal evolutionary memory which cannot be deleted because it obeys the arrow of the time”
(Tiezzi 2011, 2901).
It is, specifically, the concept of “onticness” that allows the inclusion of changing judgment and appreciation for the functionality of the landscape machine. The
onticness of a system results from a coevolutionary process in which systems have
developed through a succession of “choices” and chances. The state of a system at a
given time and its future development follow a pathway that depends on events and
thus takes memory of history as embedded information. Systems will not evolve
backward; they will always respond progressively, according to the complex whole
of new circumstances.
The concept of openness refers to the exchanges between the living system and its
external environment as expected in dissipative systems. Because living systems are
open, they are exposed to perturbations inducted by external changes. The presence
of a border, far from determining a condition of isolation, allows the system to be
consistent and recognized as a singular identity. This confinement works as a permeable membrane, an interface that allows for the modulation of the relationships and
exchanges between the living system and the external environment and thus conditions its evolution. Finally, within the whole, these concepts operate systemically,
indicating a dissipative, living system. As a framework to collect both the sublimely
large set of mathematical data and dynamic exchanges, the simplicity of COOS is
instructive.
As a means to visualize COOS, the diagrams by H. T. Odum are used (Odum
1994; Odum and Odum 2001). Odum’s diagrams show how systems behave coherently to the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The COOS concept helps to determine where and why there are necessary connections even if data is missing. In
Figure 5.1, we report three diagrams corresponding to the first three evolutionary
steps of human-natural integrated systems within landscape machines (based on
Bastianoni et al. 2009). The diagrams visualize a standard development, starting with the initial phase (Figure 5.2b) in which there are still processes present to install and speed up the new landscape development (e.g., pumping water,
importing resources by means of transportation, planting mechanization, etc.).
Every intervention of any landscape machine should somehow improve the current situation in landscape developments (Figure 5.2a), representing the growing
trend of the world population and human consumption that determine a feedbackenforcing factor (ρ1, ν1). Quantities (ρ 0, ν 0) of resources are exploited progressively.
Considering that, within a “business as usual” perspective, a progressive exhaustion of N is expected in the medium-long run; our capacity to exploit R, instead of
N, should be guarded and even highly improved in the future.
The diagram in Figure 5.2b shows how a designed system-asset, including technological and natural processes, can increase the capacity to assimilate renewable
flows even though an initial investment of nonrenewables is necessary. In other
words, within a “quasi-sustainability” scenario, one can use flows withdrawn from
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FIGURE 5.1 A visualization of COOS, using the Odum-type of diagram. A boxed confinement can be marked, with a metabolism within and external (re)sources as well as a sink
(below). Central is the dual core of both natural processes and human processes, separate and
at the same time interrelated within the whole of the landscape machine. The visualization
represents a set of interacting processes, energy, and material flows that resemble functions
and services performed. Processes, systems, and connections among them have a spatial and
temporal dimension, each of which is the potential object of a deep investigation and design.

N (νε ), such as fossil fuels and extracted materials, to create assets and boost living
systems (E) to assimilate a growing amount of renewables from R (ρ1+ε ).
The diagram in Figure 5.2c is a hypothetical scenario in which a desirable natural-
human symbiosis has been achieved giving rise to a sustainable self-sufficient system
based on renewable sources exclusively. In this case, a self-reinforcing productive
system-process based on renewables and a decreasing adjustment of human demand
merge and achieve a long-term steady state within a “sustainable” scenario.
The theoretical framework expressed through these diagrams leaves much room
for imagination. Let’s hypothesize that system E is a landscape machine. This would
involve both natural and human processes and be potentially productive and not
critically depending on nonrenewables. There is an initial direction from a mediumterm quasi-sustainability and a long-term sustainable perspective afterward. Can we
imagine landscape machines to grow in size and numbers, develop in quality, and,
eventually, perform autonomously in the long run? The following list indicates all the
specifications according to the acronym of COOS. It also consists of specifications
when developing toward the steady-state phase, in which developments could turn out
to be different than expected or even consciously changed due to progressive insights
and/or changed aesthetic engagement (through affordances). The aesthetic engagement is discussed in both the ontic and the systemic aspects of the future landscape.
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FIGURE 5.2 N represents a (limited) stock of nonrenewable resources; R represents a (unlimited) source of “renewables” entering the system; S represents social assets as a proxy of the
whole of behaviors, organization, muscle power, structures, and settlements that belong to
human life; symbols n and r represent processes through which nonrenewable and renewable
resources are withdrawn and assimilated, respectively. Resource flows are represented by ν for
nonrenewable and ρ for renewable. The flow φ represents outputs. Dotted arrows down to the
heat sink represent the flow of entropy (not useful energy). (a) Current (business as usual) scenario: exploitation of both renewable (R) and nonrenewable (N) resources by a population (stock
S). (b) “Quasi-sustainability” scenario: An investment of nonrenewable (N) resources to create
assets (E), such as landscape machines, that allow for an augmented renewable capacity (ρ1+ε).
(c) “Sustainable scenario”: Exploitation of renewable resources (R) within a sustainable rationale.
Key concept

Specification

Confined

Boundaries: Permeable-nonpermeable “barriers” perform functions of control,
link, and communication, such as those performed by membranes, filters, and
interfaces in order to regulate-constrain-monitor relationships and exchanges
with other systems and the external environment. This refers to both
consistency-perception of in-out limits and specific processes-functions of
filter-control (e.g., noise, in-out flowing water, wind, animal and people
movement, and connections to the local-global market).

Open

Connectivity: In-out flows allow the system to grow and develop, fed by energy,
materials, water, and other resources (but also people as workers or users,
imported goods, information) and then discharging waste, emissions, water
outflows (but also exporting food, materials, and goods to the market). This
implies the system behaves like a node (and plays a role) in a wider, even global,
network of processes with a proper physical consistency and space-time rhythms.
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Historical dimension: Combination of choice and chance, (eco)systems
coevolution, emergence of novelties. Events occurred in the past may be
indicators of the present state of the system. Structures go along with availability
of local resources as well as the historical-climate-cultural-social-economic
context.
Steady-state future: New dynamic equilibrium will influence the settlement of
plants, animals, and human involvement indicated by monitoring developing
affordances.
Self-consistency: The system has a coherent configuration and recognizable
functions-services. A cohesion of actors-elements not only derives from an
identifiable physical structure (within given boundaries), but also from the whole
organization that implies the sharing of intentions, aims, future perspectives, and
the outcoming of a unique identity.
Multifunctionality: The system is made of interacting elements-processes that
perform different functions-services (with different space-time rhythms and
different aims and users) but cooperate and coevolve in an integrated whole.
The organization-configuration mirrors this bio-cultural diversity and
heterogeneity—instead of monofunctional homogeneity—as a combination of
structures-functions in the same place, resulting in an enhanced land-use
intensity and augmented chance for combinations, self-organization, and
emergence of novelties.
Continuity: Interactions among elements in a network of processes in which, for
example, outputs from one side become inputs to another (e.g., energy-matter
exchanges, health-related phenomenon), enhancing both diversity-specialization
of elements and their cohesion-unity-continuity in space and time. Production
chains as well as networks of resources (e.g., energy, water, community
services), communication (e.g., wired and wireless), discharged energy-matter
collection and treatment (e.g., grey water, waste, heat), people, and goods
transportation.

5.6 AN EXAMPLE: EMS FULL HYBRID
Over the past five years, several types of landscape machines have been developed
at Wageningen University (see http://www.landscapemachines.com). One particular example may serve to exemplify the landscape machines, COOS, and the more
conventional designerly visualizations. The project is titled “The Ems, full hybrid”
and is situated in the northern delta region of the Netherlands, in line with similar
German estuaries, such as the river Elbe, connecting to Hamburg (van der Togt and
Papenborg 2012).
As stated previously, due to the propositional reality of the research (paper
products only), these visualizations serve an important role in the examination of
past, present, and future aesthetic engagement (through affordances). Human processes are based and highly dependent on primary processes and, at the same time,
actively contribute to their development (feedback loops). These include technological assets as well as human (aesthetic) engagement, affecting a sense of identity
and health.
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The main challenge in this project is to vitalize the estuary system because it
has been immobilized into a non-dynamic system that needs continuous dredging
to maintain only one particular shipping route. A similar situation can be found in
many deltas around the globe. Due to human creations, such as deep-sea harbors,
most dynamic systems need continuous and costly maintenance. Imbalanced inputoutput ratios are maintained by relentless human intervention that continuously
effect the potentially beneficial emergence of natural balance. The design effort is to
rejuvenate foundations for local and sustainable socio-economical prospects. “The
Ems, full hybrid” reveals that a sea delta can be restored to a natural balance of
the width, depth, and shape of the whole delta while adding deconstructed bits and
pieces of (retired) oil platforms as effective breeding grounds for, for example, mussels (Figure 5.3a and b).
Within the context of the project, waste, by the presence of hundreds of abandoned oil rigs, is a growing stock. It is, however, also exploitable as a resource (the
part not treated elsewhere) to provide feedback to both human (e.g., mechanical
waste treatment) and natural processes (e.g., new affordances for plants and animals
and human tourism). The oil rigs can be shipped to the Ems delta as non-endemic
elements (Fremdkörper) and become part of a new landscape system (Figure 5.3b).

(a)

(b)

193
Norway
590
United Kingdom

53
Denmark
3

143 Germany
The Netherlands

FIGURE 5.3 (a) Project area encircled. Position and ownership of all the gas- and oilrigs in the North Sea. (b) Disassembled oil rigs create new habitats. The introduction of
“Fremdkörper” rig structures in the dynamic estuarine system result in an intriguing “hybrid”
landscape wherein nature is productive and industry produces nature. (From Togt, R. v. der
and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen University, Wageningen, 2012.)
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Besides a newly introduced recycling industry for the region, the oil rig groins can
be used as rigs to gradually reshape the estuary into a new dissipative system.*
In Figure 5.1 is visualized that a part of the “waste” can be exploited internally
as feedback flows. The exceeding part is exported. The dashed arrow to the right
represents economic flows as an expected income. Among the set of possible products and services, creative engagement and welfare are either feeding internal flows
and/or exportable products (e.g., tourism). This type of systemic interaction also
needs to be visualized using empathic images and experiential scenarios (Figures
5.4 through 5.9).
An important part of the design research was dedicated to the understanding
of the estuary system in upper, middle, and lower parts. A complicating factor in
this (and other) delta redesigns is that these parts operate as different landscape
machines, containing different specifications according to the COOS acronyms. The
upper part, in the estuary mouth, is characterized by a different confinement, openness, onticness, and systemic set of characteristics than the middle and lower parts.
These differences cannot be understood by the thermodynamic diagrams alone. The
COOS specifications help to study such variances.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS
As a neutral ground amid the various experts, designing living systems, a framework
for input-output monitoring can serve to collect (missing) data and describe dynamic
interactions. We believe the simplicity of COOS offers a feasible common ground
to discuss the intentions and methods for designed landscapes. A designerly benefit
of COOS is that it explicitly includes human interaction in its most apocryphal and
inconsequent state (Onticness). Such a model is needed because both human and
ecological development do not follow logical systems. The state of human experience is changing due to changing landscapes that offer yet unfamiliar affordances.
Such changes, among other dynamic interactions, are the shared concern of designers and scientists and can partly be modeled according to evolutionary thermodynamics. What ecological and thermodynamic scientists can learn from designers is
to continuously reframe in what way experiential behavior could modify existing
ecological routines. The COOS acronyms offer a simple and elusive overview of the
main properties involved. This allows designers to further integrate their role within
the discourses on living system design.
Much more than to simply “clarify the message” of ecological experts or to
“gain the hearts of the audience,” designers can claim their data and dynamic interactions, including aesthetics by means of affordances. They may still lag behind
in terms of empirical evidence, yet their boldness by simplicity has the capacity to
compensate for that. To sometimes cut right through the mesmerizing complexity of lacking data or unknown types of interaction by providing a prototype of
* Based on data from “rigs to reefs” projects in the United States, the placement of “oil rig” groins will
cost $15,000 per meter, and conventional dams will cost almost €200,000 per meter. This means a cost
difference of roughly factor 10, taking into consideration the less required length using conventional
dams.

Cross-sectional width m2 [A]

Cross-sectional width m2 [A]

Cross-sectional width m2 [A]

1500

Tidal prism m3 [P]

1900

Tidal prism m3 [P]

1980

FIGURE 5.4 The adaptation of the Ems estuary. Over the course of centuries, the Ems estuary has been adapted to better the needs of men and
increase safety and prosperity. These adaptions have resulted in an unbalanced system, which requires continuous dredging and maintenance to prevent the system from returning to its balanced but shallow state. (From Togt, R. v. der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen
University, Wageningen, 2012.)
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FIGURE 5.5 Decommissioned oil rigs as building blocks. To steer the system back toward
a balanced state and conserve navigable depth, superfluous oil rigs are towed to the estuary.
The top part is recycled, and the jackets are disassembled and placed on shallow sandbanks
to steer sedimentation. (From Togt, R. v. der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc],
Wageningen University, Wageningen, 2012.)

the intended landscape experiences, to sometimes do as is expected and visualize information stunningly simply so that people gain awareness of what they are
talking about. At all times, to deny the merely beautified ecological ideologies
that do not include humans as part of—yet to be experienced—future landscape
affordances.
For the time being, the most pragmatic agenda would be to continue to develop
academic designs such as landscape machines. The momentum to strengthen the
profile of such designerly research is present and will serve to improve a type of
modeling that is an effective means to communicate in between disciplines. Such
landscape machines cannot be simplified to purely technocratic schemes; they
most likely contain a multitude of confined parts, smaller landscape machines
within one coherent landscape machine, that operate by diverse specifications on
onticness and openness. In the end, this geographical diversity provides a sense of
identity that, if understood, can help to alter reality in unforeseen ways, aspiring
serendipity. By focusing on the feedback loops within the input-output schemes of
such living systems, designers will learn to see where certain systemic relationships
are still lacking and what elements (Fremdkörper) must be imported into existing
systems to provide exactly the right friction to create a (re)new(ed) and thriving
dissipative system.
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FIGURE 5.6 The Ems estuary, a growing landscape. With the groins placed, sediment flows are altered and gullies will divert their course. This step is
repeated several times until the system is self-maintaining and able to “breathe” on its own. This system approach creates numerous positive side effects
with a booming biodiversity and new economic uses. (From Togt, R. v. der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen University,
Wageningen, 2012.)
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FIGURE 5.7 Disassembled oil rigs create new industries. The oil rigs are deployed to heal
the estuary, restore lost habitats, and reconnect former fishing villages to the Ems. At the
same time, it introduces an entirely new habitat in which mussels and shellfish will thrive,
in turn, attracting other wildlife and creating a new industry for the reconnected villages.
(From Togt, R. v. der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen University,
Wageningen, 2012.)
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FIGURE 5.8 Aerial cross-section of the Ems and a tidal polder. The Ems’ water level is pushed up during a vessel transport on the Ems of a large
cruise ship. When the ship has passed, the water is used to flush out excess sediment and keep the polders functional and dissipative. (From Togt, R. v.
der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen University, Wageningen, 2012.)
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FIGURE 5.9 (a) The dynamics of a tidal polder. When left in standard operation, the sediment level in a tidal polder will increase, the biodiversity will
decrease, and climax species will gradually take over.
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FIGURE 5.9 (Continued) (b) Dynamic development of a “resetting” polder. When a polder is reset, it is brought back to a pioneer stage, keeping constant change and high biodiversity. (From Togt, R. v. der and Papenborg, J., The Ems Full Hybrid. [MSc], Wageningen University, Wageningen, 2012.)
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